In this paper we investigate lossless compression schemes for video sequences. A simple adaptive prediction scheme is presented that exploits temporal correlations or spectral correlations in addition to spatial correlations. It is seen that even with motion compensation, schemes that utilize only temporal correlations do not perform significantly better than schemes that utilize only spectral correlations. Hence we look at hybrids scheme that make use of both spectral and temporal correlations. The hybrid schemes give signi cant improvement in performance over other techniques. Besides prediction schemes, we also look at some simple error modeling techniques that take into account prediction errors made in spectrally and/or temporally adjacent pixels in order to e ciently encode the prediction residual. Implementation results on standard test sequences indicate that signi cant improvements can be obtained by the proposed techniques.
Introduction
Most lossless image compression techniques reported in literature have been for two-tone facsimile or gray scale still images (for a survey and classi cation see 1, 5] ). Such t e c hniques are designed to remove spatial correlations that are inherent in image data. As far as the authors are aware no techniques have beenreported in the literature that are designed for lossless compression of a video sequence. Lossless compression of a video sequence may be required for medical and scienti c applications, and also for studio quality archival purposes.
There are three kinds of correlations present in a video sequence. First we have spatial correlations between adjacent pixels in a frame. Second, we have temporal correlations between adjacent frames in the sequence. Finally, for a color sequence, there are spectral correlations present between the three color bands of each frame. Although several lossy compression schemes that exploit such correlations have beenreported in the literature, no such techniques have been reported for lossless compression. Because of the di erence in goals, the best ways of exploiting redundancies for lossy and lossless compression usually are di erent. In this paper, we propose and investigate techniques for the lossless compression of video data. We give i m p l e m e n tation results using two standard test sequences, Susie and Football. The sequences contained 150 frames each of size 240 360 that were obtained by sub-sampling the original 480 720 images 2 . Each frame had three color bands -Red, Blue and Green. Hence, the results reported are in terms of bits per24 bit color pixel.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present a simple adaptive prediction technique that exploits temporal and spectral correlations present in video data and hence gives signi cantly lower zero order entropy of residuals compared to linear predictive techniques that only utilize spatial correlations. In order to better utilize temporal correlations, in section three we i n vestigate the use of motion compensation. It is discovered that the standard block based di erencing technique for motion compensation that has been used successfully for lossy compression does not work well when used for lossless compression. We propose alternative motion compensation techniques that are better suited for lossless compression and perform signi cantly betterin practice. Despite improved motion compensation, the performance of techniques that use only temporal correlations is hardly better than techniques based on spectral correlations. Hence we look at hybrid techniques that use either temporal or spectral correlation depending on which gives better prediction. The hybrid techniques result in a signi cant improvement in performance.
Despite e ective decorrelation done during the prediction step, there is su cient structure remaining in the prediction residual that can further be exploited by suitable error modelling techniques. In section four we use some simple error modeling schemes to further reduce the e ective bit rate achievable. A composite source modelling scheme is used that makes use of the knowledge of prediction errors in spectrally and/or temporally adjacent bands in order to switch between eight di erent entropy coders. It is seen that almost half a bit per pixel can befurther reduced by using a composite source model. Finally, i n section ve we summarize the work and present some conclusions and pointers to future work.
In gure 1 w e summarize the results obtained by di erent techniques. The plot labelled JPEG 7 gives the zero order entropy of prediction residuals obtained for two test sequences with a prediction scheme that uses only spatial information. The plot labelled PBP Spectral gives the rates that we obtained by using an adaptive s c heme that uses spectral information to select an appropriate spatial prediction scheme. Using spectral information gave better performance compared to a similar scheme that uses only temporal information. The plot labelled HYBRID gives the zero order entropy of prediction residuals obtained with a hybrid technique that utilizes spectral and temporal correlations. Finally, the plot labelled HPB gives the composite source entropy a c hieved when prediction errors in an adjacent color band are used to select an appropriate entropy coder in order to encode the prediction residuals of the hybrid technique.
An Adaptive Prediction Scheme
Image data possesses certain`spatial smoothness' properties that can be exploited for the sake of compression. One way to achieve this is by rst removing the smoothness by using a prediction model which is used to predict pixel values and replace them by the error in prediction. The resulting image is called the residual image or error image. The remaining structure is then captured by a statistical or universal model prior to encoding. The rst step has also been called decorrelation in the literature and the second step is often called error modeling.
The most commonly used prediction models for lossless coding of images are linear predictive models. In linear predictive coding, a linear combination of neighboring pixels is taken as the prediction for the current pixel. Although techniques for extracting optimum coe cients with respect to a given linear model are known 6], for lossless image compression in practice some very simple prediction schemes, like taking the average of two or three neighboring pixels as the prediction value for the current pixel, give comparable performance to using optimal coe cients with respect to a linear model 7, 8] . The JPEG standard for still image compression uses such simple linear predictors in its lossless mode 9]. In gure 2 the plot JPEG 7 gives the sum of the zero order entropies of prediction residuals of the three color bands after using the prediction scheme speci ed by mode 7 of lossless JPEG for the two test sequences, Susie and Football. For these sequences, mode 7 gave us the best results among the eight modes speci ed by the standard.
The lossless JPEG predictors are quite e ective in removing spatial correlations present in individual frames. However, for a video sequence, using them independent l y o n e a c h f r a m e does not take into account temporal correlations that are present between frames. In order to do so we rst used 3-dimensional versions of the JPEG predictors. The 3D predictors were obtained by simply taking the average of the 2D predictors in each o f the three planes that can pass through a given pixel in three dimensions. For example, the 3D version of the predictor speci ed by mode 4 of lossless JPEG is sequences. 3D JPEG 4 predictor gave the best performance among all the 3D predictors that we tried. We do not show results with the rest for the sake of clarity.
While the 3D predictors performed we l l i n l o w motion regions, as might be expected the performance degrades in regions of the sequence containing motion. Further, 3D predictors are also of little utility in capturing spectral correlations. This is due to the fact that dependencies between pixels in di erent color bands are typically non-linear and linear predictive techniques are unable to capture such dependencies. Now, correlations between color bands are a result of the fact that the frames are imaging the same physical structures. Thus while pixel values in neighboring band maybe very di erent, the relationships between a pixel and its neighborsmay bevery similar in adjoining bands. Hence, instead of using spectrally or temporally adjacent pixels in order to predict the value of a given pixel, we use them to select an appropriate spatial predictor from a given set of predictors. This leads us to a simple adaptive prediction technique, which w e call the Previous Best Predictor (PBP) technique. Speci cally, given a sequence of correlated images and a set of prediction schemes, in order to predict the value of a pixel in the current image, we use the prediction scheme from the set that gives the minimum prediction error when used on the corresponding pixel in the previous image of the sequence. The rst image in the sequence can becompressed and transmitted by any conventional method. The PBP technique is backward adaptive and exploits both inter-frame and intra-frame correlations. By backward adaptive w e mean an adaptive technique in which both the transmitter and receiver are in possession of the information necessary for adaptation.
As mentioned before, a sequence of video images has spatial, temporal and spectral correlations. Hence, for the speci c case of video images, the selection of the predictor can be based either on information from spectrally or temporally adjacent pixels, or both. In order to exploit temporal correlations we transmit the residual image obtained by using the PBP scheme on a speci c color band (say, red) by using as reference the previous frame of the same color band (red). In frames that contain little motion, a prediction scheme that works well on a particular pixel in one frame, will with high probability make an accurate prediction for a pixel at the same spatial location in an adjoining frame. On the other hand for frames that contain a signi cant amount of motion, temporal relationships will not be as useful.
In order to exploit spectral correlations we use the predictor obtained from the red band on the green band and the predictor obtained from the green band on the blue band. The red band can be either modeled by one of the spatial prediction models presented in section 2 or by using the red band of the previous frame for selecting a predictor. We expect the relationships between a pixel and its neighbors to be very similar in an adjoining color band regardless of the amount of motion. It should be noted that while prediction is being used to exploit spatial correlations, the speci c predictor is being selected by using the correlations present along the temporal or spectral dimensions.
We implemented two schemes to evaluate their e ectiveness in capturing temporal and spectral correlations. The rst scheme was developed to evaluate the ability of PBP to exploit spectral correlations. In this scheme no temporal information was utilized. Each set of three bands (red, green and blue) was coded independently. JPEG7 was used for the red band. The best predictor for a pixel in the red band was used for the corresponding pixel in the green band. Similarly the green band was utilized for predicting pixel values in the blue band. The second scheme involved using only temporal information. The rst set of bands was encoded using JPEG7. The bands in the succeeding sets were encoded with respect to the bands in the temporally preceding set. Thus the red band was encoded by using predictors obtained from the red band in the previous set, the green band was encoded using predictors from the green band in the previous set, and the blue band was encoded using predictors from the blue band in the previous set. These two schemes allowed us to separate the e ects of temporal and spectral correlations.
The results are shown in gure 2. The plots labeled PBP temporal and PBP spectral give the zero order entropy of prediction residuals obtained using temporal and spectral information respectively, as described above. These results show that there are signi cant spectral correlations which can beexploited. In fact, the e ectiveness of the scheme which relies solely on the spectral correlation seems to far exceed the e ectiveness of the scheme which relies solely on temporal correlation. One would expect this to be the case in regions of high temporal activity, when the temporal correlation is very low. However the results show that this is true even when there is little motion and temporal correlations are at a maximum. These results seem to indicate that in developing lossless coding schemes for video sequences, more attention should bepaid towards exploiting spectral redundancies if possible.
One reason why PBP temporal did not perform as well as PBP spectral is the fact that objects in successive frames are displaced due to motion. Many lossy compression techniques increase the e ective temporal correlations by using motion compensation techniques. In the next section we look at di erent motion compensation schemes that help us better exploit temporal correlations.
Incorporating motion compensation
In the previous section we saw the PBP technique was not e ective in capturing temporal correlations. This is because objects in successive frames in a video sequence are displaced due to motion. Even when there is little motion, jitter e ects caused by the camera cause objects in adjacent frames to be misaligned. Hence some kind of motion compensation is needed. Motion compensation techniques have beenused very successfully for removing temporal redundancies prior to lossy compression of video data. In this section we i n vestigate their applicability to lossless compression.
Perhaps the simplest and most widely used motion compensation technique is known as block matching 4]. The image is divided into non-overlapping blocks and a displacement vector computed for each block by correlating with blocks in a search area in the previous frame. In order to use block matching for lossless compression, we transmit di erences taken with the bestmatched block in the previous frame, along with the displacement v ector.
The block matching algorithm was simulated using the two test sequences with a block size of 8 8 and a search area of 16 16. The absolute sum of di erences was used as the criteria for matching blocks. The plot labeled MCD in gure 3 shows the zero order entropy of di erences obtained. The 8 bit overhead perblock for transmitting displacement v ectors is included in the rate. Also given in gure 3 is the zero order entropy of prediction residuals obtained by the PBP Spectral technique described in section 2. We see that although motion compensation improves the ability to capture temporal correlations, the resulting performance is still inferior to the PBP spectral technique. Hence we repeated the same experiment as above, but instead of nding a block in the previous frame that minimized the sum absolute di erences with respect to the current b l o c k, we searched for the block that minimized the s u m o f p r e d i c t i o n errors when used to perform 3D prediction for the current block. The plot labeled MC3D shows results obtained when the 3D JPEG 4 prediction was used. Similar results were obtained with the other 3D predictors listed earlier in section 2. We see that a signi cant improvement in performance is achieved by a simple modi cation to the motion compensation used for lossy compression. However, for a signi cant number of frames, the PBP spectral scheme still performs better. Hence we next looked at a hybrid scheme that switches between the spectral and temporal dimensions in order to perform prediction.
A simple hybrid scheme is to use both spectral (spatial in case of the red band) and motion compensated temporal prediction and select the one that gives lesser absolute sum of prediction errors. A bit is transmitted indicating whether spectral information or temporal information was used for performing prediction. In the latter case, motion vectors are also transmitted. Several such schemes were tried using di erent spectral, spatial and temporal prediction techniques. The scheme that gave the best results for the test sequences used the simple block di erencing (MCD) for motion compensated temporal prediction and PBP 
Modeling prediction errors
If prediction is e ective then the residual image consists of pixel values that are independent and identically distributed (iid). If this distribution can beestimated accurately then the residual image can be encoded optimally into a binary sequence by using any of the standard variable length coding techniques, such as Hu man coding or Arithmetic coding.
However, the residual sequence obtained after prediction is generally not iid. In practice the distribution of the residual sequence is highly correlated with the spatial content of the image. It is sharply peaked at zero in the more uniform areas of the original image, while in more active regions the residual value is di erent from zero with high probability. Hence, in order to encode the residual image e ciently we need to construct models that capture the structure that remains after prediction. This step represents the second stage of modeling for lossless image compression and is often referred to as error modeling 3] and the model constructed is called an error model. The error model essentially drives a variable length encoder for coding prediction errors.
Most lossless compression techniques that perform error modeling use a composite source model to capture the structure in the residual image. The notion of a composite source model was rst described by Berger 2] . In composite source modeling, we model the data as an interleaved sequence generated by multiple sources, called sub-sources. Each sub-source has its own model and associated probability distribution. Each subsequence is treated as an iid sequence generated by the corresponding sub-source and encoded by one of the single source techniques described in the literature. Error modeling schemes that use a composite source model typically consist of the following two components either in an implicit or explicit manner:
1. A family of probability mass functions, one for each sub-source, that are used to construct a variable length code.
2. An switching scheme which indicates which particular distribution is to be used to encode a particular pixel (or block of pixels).
We have a number of options for each component. In terms of the probability mass function, we could use the same set of probability mass functions for all images. This would be a static approach. We could adapt the probability mass functions after we encounter each symbol. The same information would also be available to the receiver/decoder so it could be adapted in the same manner. This is referred to as an online or backward adaptive technique. Finally, w e could scan the entire image, and construct probability mass functions for each sub-source, which could then be sent to the decoder as side information. This is referred to as an o -line or forward adaptive technique. The development of probability mass functions is often integrated with the encoding function as in the case of adaptive Hu man coding, and adaptive arithmetic coding.
Similarly we can make s w i t c hing decisions based only on what is available to both encoder and decoder (online or backward adaptive), or we could make switching decisions based on information available only to the encoder. The switching decisions could then beprovided to the decoder as side information.
The switching techniques studied in this work were all backward adaptive. The reason for this choice was the wealth of information, in form of previously encoded frames and bands, available to both the encoder and decoder. The family of probability mass functions can be developed either in a forward or backward adaptive manner. The results reported here are in terms of the entropy of the composite source.
We constructed a composite source model consisting of eight sources. Each source represents a di erent level of activity that could bepresent in a given region of an image. We used four di erent measures of activity. Recall that in the more active regions of the image the magnitude of the prediction residuals will belarge, while in the quasi-constant regions of the image the magnitude of the prediction residuals will be smaller. The four di erent measures used to check the activity l e v el were: HVN: The average magnitude of the prediction residual immediately above and the prediction residual immediately to the left of the pixel being encoded. This scheme utilized spatial correlations only.
HPF : Average magnitude of a k k block of prediction residuals in the previous frame, centered around the spatial location of the current pixel. This technique utilizes temporal correlations.
HPB : Average magnitude of a k k block of prediction residuals in an adjoining color band, centered around the spatial location of the current pixel. This technique utilizes spectral correlations.
COMB: Average of HPF and HPB. This scheme utilizes both spectral and temporal correlations.
These measures are compared to a set of eight predetermined thresholds T 1 < T 2 < : : : < T 8 . Sub-source i was is assumed to beactive if the activity measure was less than or equal to T i but greater than T i;1 .
We constructed a composite source model with eight sub-sources, using the four di erent activity measures to perform the switching. In all cases the thresholds were picked to be 0 1 2 4 8 16 32, and 256. These thresholds were picked rather arbitrarily, a n d w e expect to get better performance with a more intelligent c hoice of thresholds. In gure 4 we show the composite source entropy achieved with The HVN, HPB and HPF techniques. The COMB technique gave results that were between those obtained with HPF and HPB and hence we do not list them for the sake of clarity.
We see from gure 4 that almost half a bit improvement can beobtained by the use of a composite source model as opposed to using a single distribution for modeling the source. About half of this gain is obtained by simply going to a composite source model, while the remaining half comes from the use of information in the previous frame. Note that this gain is in addition to that obtained in the prediction step. Further, it should also be noted that using spectral information (HPB) to switch between sub-sources gives better results than using temporal information (HPF) or a combination of spectral and temporal information (COMB). This is consistent with our ndings in the prediction step. 
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we have proposed and investigated some simple techniques for lossless compression of video sequences that exploit spectral, spatial and temporal correlations. We presented an adaptive prediction technique that made use of spectral and temporal correlations. Error modeling was done by using a composite source model and using prediction errors in neighboring frames to switch b e t ween sub-sources. Implementation results with the proposed prediction and error modeling techniques gave a total improvement of more than 2.5 bits percolor pixel over the lossless JPEG standard for a test set of images.
Some aspects of the proposed techniques are ad-hoc and can beimproved upon. This is especially true in the error modeling step. However, the results do show that there are signi cant a d v antages to be gained from taking into account temporal and spectral correlations in the lossless compression of a video sequence.
A surprising result indicated by our study is that spectral correlations are more useful than temporal correlations for modeling an image sequence for lossless compression. However, further studies need to be made before forming any conclusions. Another surprising result was the poorperformance of the standard block based di erencing technique used in lossy compression for motion compensation. The simple modi cation to the block based motion compensation technique proposed here gives much better performance. Finally, h ybrid techniques that utilize both spectral and temporal correlations give superior performance compared to the other techniques.
Taken together, the proposed approaches constitute a suite of algorithms which can be used in wide variety of operating scenarios. For the most part the proposed algorithms are asymmetric in that compression requires more computation than reconstruction, and are therefore more suitable to situations where sequences need to be distributed to a number of users. However, some of the algorithms such as the PBP Spectral technique are more balanced and can beused in real-time applications.
